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----- Original Message ----- 
From: Jack Venrick  
To: editor@copvcia.com  
Sent: Monday, January 07, 2008 9:35 PM 
Subject: Seattle Gangrene Extreme Grist Propagana - 9 Emails Following With Supporting Data 

 

 

  

  

Dear Editor: 

  

This article below from your site is total bunk. 

This is a classic left wing green extreme propaganda funded by left wing green Seattle groups 
http://www.grist.org/about/staff/ and other left wing foundations who have no collaborative 
independent scientific proof let along balanced reporting.  Grist is a boiler room operated web 
site  who cannot function on their own because they are selling gangrene junk science.  Only 



rich family and corporate foundations who have their political blinders on would fund these 
idiots. 

Allow me to offer you the "rest of the story" that you can publish so your readers will know "the 
"the whole truth and nothing but the truth" instead of this one sided junk science bile you offer.  
offer.   

We are actually in an epochal cooling trend with recent warming trend in selective areas, 
seasons, times and altitudes which are natural, i.e. not caused by man.  This information is all 
over the web and in many books written by credentialed climatologist and scientists who are not 
not part of the green iron triangle of government, extreme green eastern lobbies and green 
businesses all sucking at the tit of the taxpayers. 

I will follow up this email with 9 other emails containing more than enough data for any child to 
child to understand the fraud of perpetuating man caused global warming. 

How people can persist on spending so much of their time standing on this green swamp of one 
one sided junk "science"e without doing a thorough due diligence and research of this subject is 
is beyond me.  Their political bias blinds them to the whole truth.  They can only see half of 
truth that supports their one side narrow political belief system.  

  

  

Jack Venrick 
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David Roberts, Gristmill  
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http://gristmill.grist.org/story/2005/10/18/16151/159 

In accordance with Title 17 U.S.C. Section 107, this material is distributed without profit to those who have expressed a prior 
interest in receiving the included information for research and educational purposes. 

In the midst of a long post on Montana Gov. Brian Schweitzer's coal-to-liquid-fuel plans, Oil Drummer Stuart Staniford provides 
provides a handy one-paragraph-long roundup of evidence on global warming. The next time someone you know asks about it, 
it, just cut and paste this paragraph and send it to them. Warming cliff notes!  

[W]e are reaching the point where we can see that we are starting to make massive, probably irreversible, changes to our 
climate. The glaciers are in full retreat almost everywhere, the Arctic is melting (with total melting of the summer sea ice 
possible, though not certain, as early as 2020), the permafrost is melting, and releasing large amounts of methane, which is a 
very powerful global warming gas, while in the last thirty years, droughts have doubled due to warming, hurricanes are much 
more intense all over the globe, and are showing up in places they never did before in recorded history. Scientists have been 
projecting changes in ocean circulation, and lo-and-behold, they are starting to show up, including changes to the North Atlantic 
Atlantic Circulation, although major change here was previously thought unlikely this century. There is some possibility of 
changes in deepwater circulation destabilizing methane hydrates in the ocean, particularly in South East Asian deeps. Oh, and 
the Greenland ice sheet is now melting much faster than climatologists expected, and the West Antarctic ice sheet is starting to 
to collapse, though again, this was previously thought unlikely. Also paleoclimatological studies have made it clear that in the 
past the climate abruptly flipped between modes, sometimes with dramatic change in as little as three years. And we are making 
making rapid changes in carbon dioxide, known to be critically important in regulating the temperature of this sensitive climatic 
climatic system for a century now. 

As he says, "maybe there's some scientific doubt still on any individual piece of the picture, but the gestalt is starting to look 
extremely alarming." Y es.  

Pray to God, but 
hammer away. 
Spanish Proverb 
John R. Venrick 
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